
Worst Case Analysis of Lawler's Algorithmfor Scheduling Trees with Communication delays.Fr�ed�eric Guinand, Christophe Rapine and Denis TrystramLMC-IMAG, 46 avenue F�elix Viallet, 38031 Grenoble, FRANCE.email : Frederic.Guinand, Christophe.Rapine, Denis.Trystram@imag.frJuly 1995AbstractThis paper is devoted to the analysis of an algorithm proposed by Lawler [Law93] forscheduling unit execution times trees on m identical processors in the presence of communi-cation delays. Lawler proved that a schedule computed by his algorithm exceeds an optimalsolution by no more than (m � 2) time units. We improve this bound by a factor of 2 andpropose a family of trees which reaches it for any number of processors.1 Introduction1.1 Presentation of the problemA parallel program can be represented by a directed acyclic graph whose vertices are computa-tion nodes linked by precedence relations [CD73]. The scheduling problem aims at determininga mapping of the tasks on m identical processors which minimizes the execution time of theprogram with respect to the precedence constraints. The recent development of message pass-ing architectures with distributed memory has lead to introduce communication delays into theexecution models. We consider in this paper the model of Rayward-Smith [RS87] where com-munications can be overlapped by computation and where the costs of data transfers betweentasks located on the same processor are neglected. Duplication of tasks, as well as preemption,are not allowed.We focus on the particular problem of scheduling outtrees constituted of n tasks on midentical processors when all task computations and all data communications require one timeunit (UECT). An outtree is a directed graph where each node, except a special one called the1



root which has only outgoing arcs, has exactly one incoming arc. Intrees can be de�ned fromouttrees by reversing the direction of all arcs. Tree structure is underlying a wide variety ofapplications including the evaluation of algebraic expressions, divide and conquer strategies,etc: : :According to the previous works relative to the same problem, we will present the resultsfor outtrees, being listened that they remain available for intrees by reversing the precedenceconstraints.1.2 Review of previous worksThe aim of this paper is to present a precise analysis of the worst case of Lawler's algorithm inorder to improve its bound. The problem of scheduling UECT outtres on m identical processorshas been extensively studied recently. Let us briey recall the main existing results:Varvarigou et al. have proposed in [VRK93] a general algorithm which gives an optimalschedule in time complexity O(n2(m�1)). Of course, such an algorithm can not be of practicaluse for large m, but it shows that the problem admits a polynomial time solution for a �xednumber of processors. Nethertheless for an arbitrary value of m the problem has been shown tobe NP-hard [Vel93b]. Lawler derives a relaxation of this algorithm which reduced the complexityto O(n) [Law93]. It leads to an exact solution for m = 2 and provides a good heuristic form � 3 which is at most at m � 2 time units from the optimum. All these results have beengathered in [VRKL94]. To be complete, let us add that other linear-time algorithms have beensimultaneously designed to solve optimally the scheduling problem on trees for the special casem = 2 [Vel93a, GT93].The remainder of the paper is organized as follow: we recall in section 2 the principle andthe time performance guarantee of Lawler's algorithm. We detail next some usefull propositionsthat we need for the analysis we exposed in section 3 and 4 ; the principle consists in restrictingthe proof to a particular subclass of trees where the worst case is realized. Then, we establishthe bound by recursion on the number m of processors. Finally, we conclude the paper byconstructing a family of trees which reaches this bound for any number m of processors.1.3 Notations and De�nitionsWe consider in this paper outtrees of n nodes with unit execution and communication times(UECT). As usually, if node i is an immediate predecessor of node j, we say indi�erently thati is the father of j, or that j is a child of i. To keep a familial vocabulary, we call brotherstwo children of the same node. A leaf is a childless node, and we recall that the root is the2



node with no predecessor. A schedule S is de�ned as an application which associates to eachnode i an ordered pair (t(i); proc(i)) where t(i) is an integer representing the starting time (orexecution slot) of i and proc(i) 2 f1; : : : ; mg its processor assignment. We say that a scheduleS of a UECT outtree T is feasible if the three following properties are veri�ed:(1) If i and j are two distinct nodes, then proc(i) = proc(j) implies t(i) 6= t(j)(2) If i is a predecessor of j, then t(i) < t(j).(3) If i is the father of j, then t(j) = t(i) + 1 implies proc(j) = proc(i).It is easy to verify that if S satis�es conditions (1) and (2), and if one child of any nodei is scheduled at least one slot before its brothers, then S can be transformed in a feasibleschedule in O(n) time. We say then that S has the favored child property. For this reason andfor simplicity, we will refer in the following to a schedule S with the favored child property asa partition (S1; : : : ; Sk; : : :) of the nodes, where Sk represents the set of nodes executed at timeslot k. The goal of scheduling is to minimize the makespan of S, denoted !S , and de�ned as thelargest non-empty time slot.We adopt the following notations : if N is a set of nodes, jN j will designate its cardinality.For a tree T and a schedule S, TnN represents the subgraph of T obtained by deleting the nodesof N , and SnN is the schedule obtained by removing the nodes of N from S. It is clear that ifS is a feasible schedule for T , then SnN is feasible for TnN .2 Preliminary results2.1 Lawler's algorithmLawler has presented in [Law93] an e�cient linear-time algorithm for scheduling UECT outtrees.The principle is to reduce the problem to the scheduling of trees without communication delay,which is known to be solved optimally by critical path methods [Hu61]. This algorithm is basedon the notions of favored child and delay-free tree introduced in [VRK93]. It can be described asfollows: each node i selects one of its children j to be its favored child. Then the initial tree Tis transformed into a delay-free tree where any precedence relation from i to one of its childrenk 6= j is deleted and replaced by a precedence from j to k. All communication costs are set tozero.For the choice of the favored children, the algorithm computes for each node i the height of3



the shortest delay-free tree rooted on i, denoted by h(i), and de�ned as h(i) = 1 if i is a leaf,and h(i) = maxf1 + h(jmax1); 2 + h(jmax2)g otherwise, where jmax1 and jmax2 are the childrenof i with respectively the largest and the second largest height. For each node, the child withthe maximum height is chosen to be the favored child (in case of equality, the tie is randomlybroken): the obtained delay-free tree is denoted Tsh for shortest delay-free tree.Finally Lawler applies a critical path algorithm (like Hu's [Hu61]) to schedule Tsh on mprocessors, proving that the obtained schedule is also feasible for T with communication delays.We recall that Hu's algorithm considers tasks in the decreasing order of their priorities andschedule each one as soon as possible. The priority of a task is de�ned as the number of nodeson the longest path from itself to a leaf. Notice that the height h(i) of a node i of T is alwaysless than its priority in Tsh Figure 1 details an example of the transformation from a tree to itsshortest delay-free tree and the associated schedule. We have represented in grey the favoredchidren in T . This representation is equivalent to the description of the corresponding delay-freetree Tsh.
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Figure 1: A shortest delay-free tree Tsh and its corresponding Lawler's schedule on 5 processors.We denote by !Law(T;m), resp: !opt(T;m), the worst makespan of a Lawler's schedule, resp:the minimal makespan on all the feasible schedules, for a UECT outtree T on m processors.Lawler proved in [Law93] that !Law(T;m)� !opt(T;m)+m� 2. We state now the main resultof this paper, which will be proven in the remaining part of the paper:Theorem 1. For any UECT outtree T and any m � 1,!Law(T;m) � !opt(T;m) + �m� 22 �4



Moreover, we prove in section 6 that this bound is reached for each number of processors m � 1.We introduce now some preliminary results. We �rst show that the previous theorem can bereplaced by proving a bound on the partial idle time, de�ned as the number of idle periods ina schedule except in the last slot. Then, we establish some preliminary lemmas helpfull for thefollowing of the proof and similar to those of Lawler's. Basically, these theoretical tools allowto limit the proof of our bound to a particular subclass of trees we construct in sections 3 and4. The interest of this subclass verifying some nice properties is to simplify the recursion on thenumber of processors of section 5.2.2 Partial Idle TimeLet S be any schedule of a tree T of n nodes on m processors, and ! its length. If we denoteby I the total number of idle times in the slots 1; : : : ; !, we have m! = n + I . We de�ne thepartial idle time, denoted J , as the number of idle times in the slots 1; : : : ; ! � 1. Let S 0 beanother schedule of T . Using similar notations we have: m(! � !0) = I � I 0 < (J � J 0) +m,which implies ! � !0 + lJ�J 0m mFor an outtree T , we de�ne �Law(T;m) as the maximal di�erence of partial idle times be-tween any Lawer's schedule and any feasible schedule of T on m processors. Let �Law(m) =maxf�Law(T;m) j T a UECT outtree g. The previous inequality shows that !Law(T;m) �!opt(T;m) + d�Law(m)m e. Moreover the reader can check that for any integer m � 1, dm�22 e =d (m�1)(m�2)2m e. Hence to prove our bound it is su�cient to show the following theorem:Theorem 2. For any number of processors m � 1,�Law(m) � (m� 1)(m� 2)2As �Law(1) is obviously null, we propose to prove theorem 2 by induction on the number m ofprocessors, showing that �Law(m) � �Law(m� 1) +m� 2. It is the purpose of section 5.2.3 Favored Child Property and Partial Idle TimeWe adapt to the notion of partial idle time a result given by Lawler in his paper which establishesthe existence for any UECT outtree of an optimal schedule with the favored child property. We5



redetail briey the proof.Lemma 1. For any outtree T there is a feasible schedule S on m processors satisfying the fa-vored child property and with the minimal partial idle time.Proof. Let S be a feasible schedule with the minimal partial idle time. If we suppose that Sdoes not satisfy the favored child property, we can consider t the latest slot containing a node iwithout a favored child. Let t0 be the earliest slot containing a child j of i: necessarily t0 � t+2.The slot t0 � 1 can not have an idle time, and j can not be the child or the brother of a node ofthis slot. Therefore, at least one of the m nodes of the slot t0 � 1, say k, has neither a child nora brother in slot t0. So let swap node j and k in the schedule. After this exchange j becomesthe favored child of i and every node has kept, if it had one, its favored child, included k, andalso the father of k as slot t0 contains no brother of this node. Clearly the partial idle time isnot modi�ed. It follows that a �nite number of such exchanges creates a feasible schedule withthe minimal partial idle time and with the favored child property.2.4 Critical Path Scheduling PropertyThis part presents a characterisation of the structure of a critical path scheduling like Hu'salgorithm. We adopt the following notations: for a schedule S of an outtree U without commu-nication delay, we call t(S) the latest slot, except the last one of the schedule, containing lessthan m tasks. For instance in �gure 1, if we consider the delay-free tree Tsh, we have t(S) = 6.Notice that in case a Lawler's schedule S does not contain idle time except in its last slot, theslot t(S) is not well-de�ned, but then S has clearly the minimal possible partial idle time, i.e.zero. For this reason we do not consider this case in the following of the paper.The Lemma 2 we proposed below was already presented by Lawler in an incomplete form inorder to establish that in a schedule S of a tree without communication delay the nodes of slott(S) are scheduled at their earliest possible execution time.Lemma 2. Let U be an outtree without communication delay and S a critical path scheduling.Then any node x scheduled at slot t(S), with at least one successor executed after this slot,belongs to a continuous chain of successors scheduled at each slot from 1 to t(S).Proof. The proof is the same than in [Law93], but the extra hypothesis which states that x musthave a successor after slot t(S) is needed for the correctness (for instance consider node l in6



�gure 1). Let us present it briey: For sake of contradiction we suppose that the claim is nottrue, and we consider t0 the latest slot which does not contain a predecessor of x. A predecessorof x with height at least t(S)� (t0+1)+ 2 was available for scheduling at slot t0, as the priorityof x is greater than 2. So this slot contains m nodes with priority greater than t(S)� t0 + 1. Itimplies that at least m nodes were available at slot t(S). This leads to a contradiction as slott(S) contains an idle period.In �gure 1, the continuous chains scheduled at each slot from 1 to t(S) = 6 are (a; b; c; d; e; f),(a; b; c; d; r; s) and (a; b;m;n; p; q). Notice that nodes k; o; i; j and l which do not make partof these chains have e�ectively no successor in Tsh in slot 7.3 The Continuous-TreesIn this section we de�ne the notion of continuous trees and show that the worst behavior ofLawler's algorithm appears on this particular subclass of trees, i.e. that for any tree T thereexists a continuous tree T c such that �Law(T;m) � �Law(T c; m). We start by giving somede�nitions.De�nition.We call height-node a node with the hightest height among its brothers. In particulara favored child is always a height-node.De�nition.With reference to a delay-free tree Tsh and a schedule S, we say that a node x sched-uled before slot t(S) + 1 is a continuous-node if x has a successor in T , say xS , with possiblyxS = x, scheduled at slot t(S), and if there is a continuous chain of predecessors of xS in Tshscheduled at each slot from 1 to t(S). Moreover if xS is not a leaf of Tsh, x is said to be astrictly continuous-node. By convention a node scheduled after slot t(S) is strictly-continuous.For instance in �gure 3 node m is continuous and node f is strictly continuous. A tree is acontinuous-tree if each node is a continuous-node.Let consider T an outtree, associated with the delay-free tree Tsh and the Lawler's scheduleS. We suppose that the partial idle time J of S realizes �Law(T;m). We construct the tree T cby applying the following transformation: if x is a continuous-node, and if we denote by yf itsfavorite child, then (a) If yf is continuous, we delete all the subtrees rooted on the children ofx which are not continuous. Otherwise (b) all the successors of x are deleted and replaced by achain C(x) of h(x) � 1 nodes. We denote by D the set of the deleted nodes, and by C the set7



of the new nodes which constitute the chains of type C(x). The set L will designate the nodesof T scheduled after slot t(S).We detail in �gure 3 the construction of T c on an example. The favored children have beenrepresented in grey. The slot \t(S)" is the slot number 6. Notice that node m correspondsto the case (b) of the transformation as its favored child n is not continous. Nodes fn; o; p; qgare thus replaced by the chain C(m) constituted of 3 nodes. We have D = fi; j; k; l; n; o; p; qg,C = fm1; m2; m3g and L = fg; h; tg.
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mFigure 2: An example of transformation of T into T c with their Lawler's schedule on 5 processors.Construction of a shortest delay-free tree for T cIn order to establish that T c is continuous, we have to exhibit a shortest delay-free treeT csh and a Lawler's schedule Sc, i.e. a critical path scheduling of T csh, which verify our de�ni-tion. In a �rst step we show that a possible shortest-delay free tree for T c satis�es the relationT cshnC = TshnD. We prove this relation by induction on the tree structure of T , showing thatfor any node x of TnD, we have hc(x) = h(x), where hc and h denotes respectively the height ofthe nodes in T c and T . This implies that a height-node of T becomes a height-node of T c, andthus any node of T c can choose the same favored child than in T in the case where its successorsdon't belong to C:� If x is a leaf of T , clearly x is also a leaf of T c. Hence hc(x) = h(x) = 1.� Let x be a node of TnD and suppose the result true for its children. We denote by yf thefavored children of x. If yf is not continuous, case (b) of the transformation shows directly the8



equality of the priorities. Otherwise x keeps all its children which are continuous. As the valueof the height of x depends only on its height-children, we just have to establish that any height-child of x is continuous in T . Hence let y, y 6= yf , be a children of x which is a height-node.As yf is continuous, we have h(yf) � t(S)� t(yf ) + 1. Writting that t(y) � t(yf ) + 1 it comesh(y) = h(yf ) � t(S)� t(y) + 2. Necessary y has a successor after slot t(S), which implies fromLemma 2 that y is strictly-continuous, and thus preserved as a child of x in T c.Construction of a Lawler's schedule for T cWe have to prove the existence of a critical path scheduling Sc for T csh in which T c is con-tinuous. We consider �rst the schedule SnD which is known to be feasible for TshnD = T cshnC.Let show that SnD is a critical path scheduling for TshnD. To be convince, notice that anynode x =2 D scheduled before slot t(S) + 1 is continuous, and thus can't start its executionin any feasible schedule of TshnD before slot t(x). On the other hand any node of L has astrictly-continuous predecessor in slot t(S), which shows that in any feasible schedule of TshnD,this node can't start its execution before slot t(S) + 1. Moreover no nodes of set L is deleted.Indeed let consider l 2 L. We denote by lS its predecessor in Tsh scheduled at slot t(S). Lemma2 shows that lS is a strictly continuous node, which implies according to the Lemma below thatnode lS is not deleted. Thereby node l is preserved in T c. We can conclude that SnD is a criticalpath scheduling for TshnD. As no node of L is deleted, its partial idle time is exactly equal toJ + jDj, where J is the partial idle time of S.Lemma 3: If node y is strictly continuous in T , then y is a node of T c.proof: Suppose for sake of contradiction that node y 2 D. Although it may mean reasonning ona predecessor of y, we can suppose that its father, say x, is a node of T c. It implies that we are inconditions (b) of the transformation, i.e. that the favored child yf 6= y of x is not continuous. Butas y is continuous, we have necessarily t(y) = t(yf )+1. Moreover h(yf) � h(y) � t(S)� t(y)+2,and thus h(yf) � t(S) � t(yf ) + 1. It implies that in Tsh there exists a chain of at leastt(S)� t(yf ) successors in T of yf . If all slots between t(yf ) + 1 and t(S) contains a node of thischain, thus yf is clearly continuous. Otherwise necessarily a successor of yf is scheduled afterslot t(S): Lemma 2 imposes that yf is strictly-continuous. In both cases we have a contradiction.To construct a Lawler's schedule Sc for T c, we have to add the nodes of the set C. Letconsider a node x of T c whose successors have been transformed into C(x). A shortest delay-9



free tree T csh is obtained from TshnD simply by rooting C(x) onto x. As x is continuous weknows that there exists in Tsh a chain of h(x) � 1 successors of x in T scheduled at each slotfrom t(x) + 1 to t(S). Hence C(x) can be scheduled at the place of this chain in SnD, whichensures the continuity of x and of each node of the chain C(x). If we denote by Sc the resultingschedule, Sc is clearly a critical path scheduling (as SnD is) and asserts the continuity of T c,with t(Sc) = t(S). The resulting partial idle time Jc veri�es Jc = J + jDj � jCj as we havedeleted exactly jCj idle times in comparison with SnD.Partial Idle Time GuaranteeLet consider now O a schedule with the minimal partial idle time, say K, for T on mprocessors. Lemma 1 allows to suppose that O has the favorite child property. The scheduleOnD is clearly a feasible schedule for T cnC. Any node x whose successors have been transformedinto a chain C(x) in T c has a chain of at least h(x)�1 nodes scheduled after him in O by de�nitionof h(x). It implies that C(x) can be scheduled at this place preserving the relation constraints.The resulting partial idle time Kc veri�es Kc � K + jDj � jCj, since exactly jDj � jCj nodeshave been removed without beeing replaced. There is not necessarily equality as some deletednodes may have been scheduled initially in the last slot of O. We have the situation:�Law(T;m) = J �K � (Jc � jDj+ jCj)� (Kc � jDj+ jCj)�Law(T;m) � Jc �Kc � �Law(T c; m)4 The Leaf-Continuous TreesThis section is the second and last step of our restriction of the proof of Theorem 2 to someparticular trees with helpfull properties. We de�ne in this section the leaf-continuous treesand we show that for any continuous tree T c, there exists a leaf-continuous tree T l such that�Law(T c; m) is bounded by �Law(T l; m). This result will allow us to limit in the next sectionthe worst case analysis for Lawler's to the subclass of the leaf-continuous trees.De�nition. A tree T is a leaf-continuous tree with reference to a schedule S and a delay-free treeTsh if T is a continuous-tree and if any node scheduled after the slot t(S) is a leaf of T .Let consider a continuous tree T c with reference to a Lawler's schedule Sc and a delay-freetree T csh. Althought it may mean applying the transformation of the previous section, we cansuppose that the partial idle time Jc of Sc is maximal among the Lawler's schedules of T . Wealways denote by L the set of nodes scheduled after the slot t(Sc). We construct the tree T l10



in the following simple way : if x 2 L and if p is its latest predecessor scheduled before slott(Sc) + 1, then x is deleted and replaced by a leaf of father p. In the following we denote by hcand hl the heights respectively in T c and T l. We give below an example of the construction of T l :
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Figure 3: An example of construction of T l from T c with their common Lawler's schedule on 3processors. On the tree the favored children have been represented in grey. Slot t(Sc) correspondsto slot 4, and the doted line represents the fronteer of the set L of the nodes scheduled after slot4.Construction of the Shortest Delay-Free TreeIn order to exhibit a Lawler's schedule of T l, we have to explicit a shortest delay-free tree T lsh.We build T lsh choosing as favored children the same nodes than in T csh each time it is possible(otherwise the choice normaly). In this part we prove that the obtained delay-free tree veri�esT lshnL = T cshnL, i.e. both delay-free trees are identical as far as no nodes of L are encountered.We denote by T c(u) and T l(u) the subtrees rooted on a node u in T c and T l. We call short-est delay-free subtree, noted T csh(u), respectively T lsh(u), the shortest delay-free tree for T c(u)de�ned by T csh, respectively for T l(u) de�ned by T lsh. We will show that for any node u we haveT lsh(u)nL = T csh(u)nL, which proves the result when we replace general node u by the root ofthe tree.We reason by contradiction supposing that some nodes of T c do not admit the same shortestdelay-free subtree. Let p be such of these nodes with the smallest height in T c. We denote by11



y the favored child of p in T c, and by t the date of execution of p in Sc. By de�nition of p, allits children in T l admits the same shortest delay-free subtree (modulo L): it implies that y cannot be chosen as favored child in T l, otherwise we would have T lsh(p)nL = T csh(p)nL. Thus thefavored child, say x, x 6= y, of p in T l veri�es hl(x) > hl(y). We prove in the following that itconstitutes a contradiction.It is easy to see that for any node u, the longest chain of its shortest-delay subtree Tsh(u) isalways made up of h(u) nodes. The continuity of T c imposes that a node of such a longest chainof T csh(y) is scheduled at each slot between t(y) and t(Sc). Let denote by yS the node of the slott(Sc). We have hc(y) = t(Sc)� t(y)+hc(yS). Moreover t(y) = t+1 in Sc otherwise p would notbe continuous. As T csh(y)nL = T lsh(y)nL by hypothesis, the beginning of this longest chain ispreserved in T lsh at least from y up to yS . It implies that hl(y) � t(Sc)�(t+1)+hl(yS) � t(Sc)�t.In the opposite way let consider now the longest chain in T lsh(x). The contradiction hypothe-sis hl(x) > hl(y) implies that this chain comprises at least t(Sc)�t+1 = t(Sc)�(t+2)+3 nodes.Clearly at most the two last nodes can be leaves of T l and thus belong to L. It follows that atleast the t(Sc) � (t + 2) + 1 �rst nodes of this chain are preserved in T csh(x)nL. By continuityof T c, x is necessarily scheduled at slot t + 2 in Sc. Hence a node of the chain is scheduled bycontinuity at each slot between t(x) = t + 2 and t(Sc). If we call xS the node scheduled at slott(Sc), we have hc(x) � t(Sc)� (t + 2) + hc(xS). The choice we made for the chain also assertsthat hl(x) = t(Sc)� (t + 2) + hl(xS). Hence the initial assertions we made on x and y can betranslatted into conditions on xS and yS at slot t(Sc), i.e.:8><>: hc(x) � hc(y)hl(x) > hl(y) ) 8><>: hc(xS)� 1 � hc(yS)hl(xS)� 1 > hl(yS)Thus let consider what happens to a node uS of T c scheduled at slot T (Sc). If the height ofuS is equal to 1 or 2, it means respectively that uS has no child or only one leaf as successor.Hence its priotity is not modi�ed in T l. If hc(u) is greater or equal to 3, uS owns at least twosuccessors in T c which all become leaves and children of uS in T l. The priority hl(uS) is thenexactly 3. As a consequence we can deduce that hc(u) � 3 if and only if hl(u) = 3.Hence hl(xS) > hl(yS)+1 implies hl(xS) = 3 and hl(yS) = 1. It follows in T c that hc(xS) � 3and hc(yS) = 1. But we have the inequality hc(xS)� 1 � hc(yS). Contradiction.Partial Idle Time Guarantee & Leaf-Continuous Tree Structure12



The previous demonstration shows that a possible shortest delay-free tree T lsh for T l can beidentical to T csh on its restriction to the nodes scheduled before slot t(Sc). For this reason weclaim Sc is a Lawler's schedule for T l: indeed for slot 1 to t(Sc), the same shortest delay-free treeis scheduled, and after this slot, they remain only leaves to schedule in T l in the same amountthan the nodes of T c, and Sc is compact. Hence each new leaf can be scheduled at the place ofthe node it replaces. Obviously T l is a leaf-continuous tree for Sc and T lsh. Let Oc be a scheduleof T c whose partial idle time Kc realizes �(T c; m; Sc). In the same way Oc is a feasible scheduledfor T l. The partial idle time is not modi�ed, so �Law(T c; m) = Jc �Kc � �Law(T l; m).5 Recursion on the Number of ProcessorsThe purpose of this section is to show by induction on the number on processors m � 2 that�Law(m) � �Law(m�1)+(m�2). We choose a tree T that realizes �Law(m). We consider theshortest-delay-free tree Tsh and the corresponding Lawler's schedule Sm of T on m processorssuch that its partial idle time Jm realizes �Law(T;m). Althought it may mean applying thetransformation of section 3&4, we can suppose that T is a leaf-continuous tree with referenceto Sm and Tsh. Our idea is to construct by starting from Sm a Lawler's schedule Sm�1 for T onm� 1 processors in order to compare their partial idle times.We denote as usually by L, for leaves, the set of nodes scheduled after the slot t(Sm) in Sm.TnL is clearly a tree, and the continuity of T implies that the leaves of TnL are exactly the nodesscheduled at slot t(Sm). If we designate by width(T ) the width of a tree T , i.e. the number ofits leaves, we have thus width(TnL) � m� 1. As a consequence each slot of any schedule of Ton m processors contains either an idle time or a leaf of T . In particular for the schedule Smeach slot 1; : : : ; t(Sm) contains at least one idle time. For this reason a Lawler's schedule Sm�1for T on m � 1 processors can contain exactly the same nodes than Sm in the t(Sm) �rst slots.After the slot t(Sm) there are just leaves to schedule, so both Sm and Sm�1 are compact. If wecall Jm�1 the partial idle time of Sm�1, since exactly one idle time per slot have been removedbefore the slot t(Sm)+1, we have Jm�1 = Jm�t(Sm). An example is given below on 4 processors:
13
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Figure 4: An example of construction of S3 from S4. The partial idle times are J4 = 12 andJ3 = 6. The slot t(S4) is slot 6, so we have e�ectively J4 � t(S4) = J3.Lemma 1 shows that there exists a schedule Om with the favored child property and theminimal partial idle time, Km, for T on m processors. We would like to �nd a slot t in thisschedule such that:� A node xS of the slot t(Sm) in Sm is scheduled at slot t in Om.� Slots 1; : : : ; t contain no node of L.In this purpose, we de�ne the slot t0, respectively t00, as the �rst one containing a node scheduledin Sm at slot t(Sm), respectively t(Sm)�1. Notice that any node of L has necessarily a predeces-sor either in the slot t(Sm) or in the slot t(Sm)� 1 in Sm. For this reason if t0 � t00, we can taket = t0. Consider the case where t00 < t0. Any node y of slot t00 has at most one successor, say x,scheduled at slot t00 + 1. Let y be one of these nodes scheduled at slot t(Sm)� 1 in Sm. As y iscontinuous, it has one child xS in slot t(Sm), and maybe another child in L. Suppose that nodexS is not scheduled in Om at slot t00 + 1. As width(TnL) � m� 1, it implies that in slot t00 + 1node y either has no successor, and thus there exists an idle time, or has a successor x belongingto L. In the �rst case it is always possible to move xS to this slot without modifying the partialidle time Km. In the second case we can swap x and xS in Om: the precedence constraints areveri�ed as x is a leaf (it is the case in �gure 5 where t00 is slot 3 and r plays the part of y. Nodec and f are then swapped). It follows that slot t00 + 1 is convenient for t. Thus we de�ne t asmin(t0; t00 + 1). 14



We construct the schedule Om�1 for T on m� 1 processors by removing, in each slot of Omwith no idle time, a leaf of L that we schedule in a compact way at the end of the schedule.Om�1 is clearly a feasible schedule. The di�erence between the partial idle time Km�1 of Om�1and Km is exactly the number of slots of Om, except the last one, containing an idle time. Anexample in given below:
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Figure 5: An example of construction of O3 from O4 for the same tree than in �gure 4. Thepartial idle times areK4 = 9 andK3 = 5. We have in fact J4�K4 = 3 � J3�K3+(m�2) = 1+2.Since width(TnL) � m� 1, we know that each slot 1; : : : ; t contains at least one idle time,which implies Km�1 � Km � t. To conclude the demonstration we take an argument very closeto Lawler's performance guarantee: let xS be a node of slot t scheduled at slot t(Sm) in Sm. Thisnode xS has a continuous chain of predecessors in Tsh scheduled at each slots t(Sm)�1, : : : , 1 inSm. If a node k of this chain is not a favored child, necessarily its father j in Tsh is one, and thusj is not a predecessor in T of xS . Because of the continuity of T , j has a successor yS scheduledat slot tS , with necessarily yS 6= xS . It implies that at most m � 2 predecessors of xS are notfavored chidren, and thus xS can't be scheduled more than m � 2 unit times sooner than slott(Sm) in any feasible schedule. Hence t � t(Sm)� (m� 2), and Km�1 � Km � t(Sm) + (m� 2).It follows that :�Law(m) = �Law(T;m) = Jm �Km � (Jm�1 � t(Sm))� (Km�1 + t(Sm)� (m� 2))�Law(m) � �Law(T;m� 1) + (m� 2) � �Law(m� 1) + (m� 2)6 Worst case analysisWe prove in this section that our new bound on Lawler's algorithm is reached for any numberm of processors and so corresponds to the worst case. We de�ned the recursive family of trees15



(Am)m�1 by : a2A1 A01 AmA2r1 amr1 A0m�1 Chain ofrm�1 2m� 1r2 rm nodesFigure 6: Construction of trees (Am)Where A0m�1 is obtained from the tree Am�1 by adding m� 1 children to r1. If we denote by�m the number of children of r1 in Am, it comes �m = m(m�1)2 + 2. Let call for short !Law(m)the worst execution time given by Lawler's algorithm for Am on m processors and !opt(m) theoptimal solution.A possible solution for Lawler's algorithm is to take am; : : : ; a2 as favored child of rm; : : : ; r2.Then r1 cannott be scheduled before slot 2m�1, and its favored child before slot 2m (see �gure 7for illustration). As it keeps at least �m � 1 children of r1 to schedule after slot 2m, it comes!Law(m) � 2m+ d�m�1m e.Let prove now by induction on m � 1 that !opt(m) � 2m+ 1.For m = 1 it is obvious. For m � 2, by induction the schedule of A0m�1 on m� 1 processors canbe achieved in at worst 2m slots which correspond to the worst time to schedule Am�1 plus oneslot to schedule the m � 1 supplementary children of r1. The shedule of am and its successorscan be obviously achieved in 2m� 1 slots on one processor. So if we schedule rm�1 on the sameprocessor that rm and if we dedicate the (m� 1) �rst processors for A0m�1, preserving the lastone for the subtree rooted on am (cf �gure 7), we can obtain a scheduled of length at worst egalsto max(1 + 2m; 2 + (2m� 1)) = 2m+ 1.
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5 7 81 2 43 6 1 2 4 73 65r3 a3 r2 a2 r1 r3 r2 r1 a2a3Figure 7: Gantt chart of Lawler's worst schedule for A3 compared to the optimal solution. Thechildren of r1 are represented in grey.Finally if we compare the majorant and minorant we found for !opt(m) and !Law(m), wehave !opt(m) + dm�22 e � 2m + 1 + dm�22 e = 2m + d (m�1)(m�2)2m + 1e = 2m + d�m�1m e. Thus itcomes: !opt(m) + �m� 22 � � !Law(m)Which shows that in fact we have an equality and that our bound is reached by Am on mprocessors.7 Concluding remarksThe main result of this paper is the improvement of the bound proposed by Lawler for his algo-rithm [Law93] for scheduling UECT outtrees. This new bound, �m�22 �, improves the last one bya factor of 2. Moreover this bound is tight and, for any �xed number m of processors, we haveshown that there exists a tree Am such that: !Law(Am; m) � !opt(Am; m) + �m�22 �.Interesting perspectives of this work would be to study the extension of this kind of heuristicsfor other granularities (computation/communication ratio).
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